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ABSTRACT Specifying a technical architecture is a very complex task, especially when non functional requirements such as performance, interoperability, Quality of Service (QoS), or efficiency have to be considered. There is a large gap between the theory and practice of software architecture, particularly due to the scarcity of methods helping to turn a functional architecture into a technical architecture. Moreover, architects need tools not only to describe the architecture but also to analyze and to verify qualities of architecture. This paper presents the first step of an expe riment carried out with EDF-R&D (Electricité de France Group). The aim is to define an architectural reusable structure named “architectural figure”. These kinds of tools are essential while constructing the specification of a technical architecture (Engineering viewpoint in RM-ODP) by refining the functional architecture (Computational viewpoint in RM-ODP). A description model for these figures and some examples are proposed in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION In recent years, number of significant works was realized in software architecture fields. There is large agreement on the great benefits of software architecture [7, 8, 19] in the comprehension, reuse, construction, evolution, analyze and management of software systems. Firms today believe in the ability to keep business competitive by coupling technical advances with business



requirements. This means that they are expecting wellformed software, especially distributed software, which behaves as intended with more and more non-functional qualities. Thus, analyzing and reasoning on qualities of software architecture is one of the new challenges for IT architects. Translating the required qualities into some architecture models is one way to overcome such challenges and reach our goals in a timely manner. A functional architecture focuses on the decomposition of a system into components that interact at interfaces and on the constraints on the actions of the components as well as their interactions. This decomposition specification will address the system in terms of computational components configuration and interactions necessary to achieve the complete functionality of the system. This decomposition does not consider quality requirements such as performance, security, interoperability or reuse. These quality requirements have to be taken into account when specifying the operational architecture. This step is all the more important since the infrastructure must be defined in a distributed environment. Whereas, no method or guideline exists for helping the translation from a behavioral architecture into a technical architecture. In this paper, we present our experiments in collaboration with EDF R&D (Electricity de France Group) to specify operational architecture from functional architecture and to consider qualities requirements. We propose architectural figures to help architects in their technical decisions. In this paper, we first outline existing work related to concept exposed above. Next, we introduce a new concept of architectural figure model and we describe some figure instances. Finally, we conclude giving some perspectives and guidelines for future improvement of this approach.



2. RELATED WORK 2.1 Architectural Models Over the last years, several architectural models have emerged in an attempt to establish engineering principles for building architecture software. The majority of those models are based on the separation of concerns in the stakeholders. For example, Kruchten‘s “4+1” views [14] divides software concerns in five viewpoints: logic, process, physic, deployment, and use cases. Hofmeister and al. [9] relies on four different viewpoints: conceptual, module, code and execution. The ISO standard for architectural specification RM-ODP (Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing) [12, 18] separates the concerns of stakeholders into five viewpoints fit to organization problems: Enterprise, Information, Computation, Engineering, and Technology. In order to make a consensus between these architectural concepts, IEEE aims to standardize a meta-model for all these concepts [10]. All those models come with the idea that different viewpoints have to be identified to encompass the different areas of concerns that need to be covered when one develops a system. Finally, those models establish a coordinated set of models, each aimed at capturing one facet of the design, satisfying the requirements that are the concern of some particular group involved in the architecture specification process. But, designing software architecture is largely a modeling activity and a reference model such as RMODP does not express how to reach a complete architecture specification and how to realize the transition between the different viewpoints. Here, one of the most critical questions concerns the consistency of definitions between the different viewpoints and the potential transformations that can be performed between those viewpoints in order to achieve the final specification.



2.2 Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) Specifying software architecture requires an architectural language to define all static and dynamic aspects of architecture. These languages define the formalism in terms of component, connector, and configuration. In an ADL, a component is a software entity that logically gathers several functionalities. The component specification typically includes provides and requires clauses (i.e. the provided and the required services). To cover different paradigms of interconnection, ADLs come up with the connector abstraction, thus allowing different types of connectors (e.g. pipes, RPC, events) to coexist in



an architecture. The connector expresses interactions in a well-specified way. It isolates the interaction definition between components. By this way, the interaction semantics and non functional concepts such as security or transactional may be specified. Finally, connectors and components assembling define a system configuratio n. A configuration provides constraints definitions on the composition. This clear separation between components, connectors and configuration is a basic concept shared by all ADLs. However, despite a large popularity among the research community, no ADLs have yet reached common practice in companies. However, several ADLs have been introduced like ACME, ArchJava, Aesop, C2, Darwin, Meta-H, Olan, Rapide, SADL, UniCon, Weaves, Wright, or xADL. Medvidovic and Taylor [17] provide a general framework to clas sify and compare them. In our context, we want to specify static and dynamic architecture properties, but also express architectural qualities and architectural reuses. Some of the cited ADLs as Darwin [16] or ArchJava [1] define dynamic properties of a configuration, but only Wright [2] provides means to define some non functional requirements.



2.3 Non functional requirements For software architects, the main objective is not only to ensure the application functionality, but also to satisfy some software qualities. Defining a good architecture requires some architectural solutions for the design and architectural evaluations based on quantitative and qualitative terms. ISO proposes a standard in software quality, named ISO/IEC 9126 [11]. The ISO/IEC view is derived from ISO 8402 (Quality vocabulary) definition of quality: A quality is the totality of characteristics of an entity that bear on its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs. Quality attributes defines in [11] can be classified in two families. First, the quantitative qualities are functionality, reliability, efficiency qualities. For example, a reliability quality requirement can be resolved by replication servers in a distributed environment. Secondly, software qualitative qualities are usability, maintainability, and portability. Moreover, in distributed environment, we can add the QoS (Quality of Service) as an additional attribute of qualitative quality. These non functional requirements must be consider in the translation between the functional architecture and the technical architecture. So, architects use their experiences and informal or ad hoc approaches to build technical architectures.



3. ARCHITECTURAL FIGURES 3.1 Our context EDF company uses RM-ODP standard [12] to specify software architectures of diverse Information Systems. For example, EDF describes some distributed calculus systems, large customer relationship applications or realtime systems in production applications. The main standard benefit lies in the rich concepts it provides to support distributed and various architectures. RM-ODP defines five viewpoints. Enterprise viewpoint expresses the requirements of organization. Information viewpoint describes necessary information for the application. Computational vi ewpoint defines functionalities of system in terms of objects and their interfaces. Engineering viewpoint specifies the abstract structure in a distributed environment. Finally the technology viewpoint describes the technology choice for the architecture. RM-ODP is an informal model. No explicit method for using or applying it is provided in order to define architecture description languages. Then, EDF is working on an iterative method of specification called DASIBAO [6] that defines meta-models in UML to represent each point of view and different mapping models between them. The aim of the DASIBAO method is to help architects in the different steps of the architecture definition. Meta-models will be used to define an ADL in each viewpoint and the mapping models will ensure cohesion and continuity in the method. The functional architecture is the computational viewpoint result in RM-ODP. The technical architecture is the Engineering viewpoint representation. For the moment, the mapping model between them stays in the intuitive domain or must take root in the architect’s experience. In a functional architecture, the interactions are at the functional level without links with their implementation in a distributed environment. The component implementations on several nodes and the using of technical services as naming or security services are not automated. b



Figure 1: Mapping from a functional architecture to a technical architecture in the reference model ODP



The technical architecture definition may consider the functional architecture and a set of non functional requirements about software qualities. So, to help architects in the mapping between both viewpoints, we define the concept of architectural figure (see Figure 1).



3.2 Architectural figure definition Definition The concept of architectural figure describes some structuring principles in a distributed environment with considerations of software quality requirements. An architectural figure is thus a translation model of a set of components and their interactions from a functional level to a technical level. An architectural figure is a generic assembling of components that can be applied to a technical architecture. The choice of an architectural figure is made from non functional requirements. For this purpose, an architectural figure description comes with attributes of quality in order to classify the figure according the values of attributes. In the RM-ODP Computational viewpoint, a functional specification addresses the systems in terms of configuration of computational objects and interactions necessary to achieve the complete functionality of the system. We find in this viewpoint three kinds of interactions: client/server, producer/consumer, and event signal. As regards the technical architecture, these interactions will be mapped on execution model with communication mode such as remote invocation method, message mode, mobile communication, communication by events with publish/subscribe primitives, or data sharing mode. So the architectural figure will adapt the functional interactions in technical interactions in accordance with execution models. The description model of an architectural figure is composed of: •



A language to define the set of components and their interactions. Some component s are described by a functional role, but others have a technical role. The figure specifies components and interactions assembling in a static way, but also a dynamic way. The static approach defines components with their provided and required interfaces and the connectors that are interaction abstractions. With the dynamic approach, the architectural figure behavior is described. For example, interaction running is defined. We also add a pragmatic aspe ct in the dynamic approach to consider the distributed environment. In this part, we consider non functional properties in adequacy with the quality attributes.



•



A language to define the set of rules to deploy and instantiate components. These rules determine the



place of the various entities of architecture on the network. They are in touch with quality attributes and they are deduced from the technical architecture. •



A language to define the set of quality attributes that the figure is supposed to satisfy.



•



Several technical models such as state machines or temporal logic for reasoning about some properties of a figure.



client/server figure contains stub and skeleton, binding and protocol components. These components will be deployed on different nodes, each set of stub, binder and protocol is on one node. This figure may be defined in our architectural figure language and then is applied to the technical architecture.



With this framework, a repository needs to store and manipulate figures. This repository contains figure descriptions and their quality attributes. It is a catalogue to help in architecture choices. In short, the description model of a figure defines components and their assembling in a syntactic and semantics way with static and dynamic aspects. We also add a description model of quality attributes to easiness choice. Finally we propose to associate several technical models to express and verify properties of a figure.



Figure 3: Interaction client/server figure



3.3 Some Figure examples In this section, we briefly give some architectural figures with their quality attributes. We decline the client/server model in several architectural figures. Due to the lack of space, we only draw an intuitive representation of figures and architectures. We do not explain in details our languages. Figure 4: Technical architecture



Client-Server architectural figure In distributed environment, the client -sever figure is most important and remains the most widely used. It corresponds to a basic interaction. Figure 2 describes a simple structure in which client processes interact with server processes. Each role (client or server) will be on separate host computers. Servers may become client of others servers. No particular quality attribute fits with this architectural figure . An example is the DNS service that translates Internet Domain Names to network addresses. Most of Internet services are clients of a DNS server.



Client -multiple servers architectural figure A service may be realized by several server processes in separate host computers interacting as necessary to provide a service to a client processes (Figure 5). From functional point of view, the service is only one entity. From technical point of view, the service is associated to a set of servers. These servers may partition a set of objects and distribute them between themselves or they may maintain replicated copies of them on several hosts.



Figure 2: Client/Server functional architecture example



Figure 5: Client-multiple servers functional architecture



Translating a functional architecture in a technical architecture with a client/server figure is simple until only distribution is required. We apply a remote synchronous interaction figure between client and server such described in Figure 3 and we obtain a technical architecture (Figure 4). In Figure 3, an interaction



The figure that can be applied contains a replication object that manages relationship between different servers. The replication policy depends on defined quality attributes. The associated quality attributes are reliability when existing several copies or efficiency when



partitioning copies. Properties that can be proved are reliability or the reduction of the load rate.



Figure 8: A simple cache figure



Figure 6: A simple replication figure with replication manager components (rm)



In this architecture (Figure 9), the figure is applied in a separate node, but it could be applied in the client side or in the server side.



Figure 9: An example of a technical architecture with a cache figure



3.4 Style, pattern, and figure Figure 7: Client-multiple servers technical architecture The DNS example may be extended. The functional architecture remains a client-server model, but in order to offer an efficient architecture, architects may add a data partition model. Moreover, in each domain, naming base is replicated to ensure a reliability quality. So two instances of client/multiple servers architectural figure can be applied, the first one for reliability, the second one for efficiency. Cache server architectural figure A cache is a fast access storage of recently used information. When new information is received by a process, it is added to the cache store, replacing older information if needed. When information is requested by a process client, the caching service first checks the cache store. If information is present, it is retrieved from the cache else the normal access is applied. Cache storage may be collocated with clients or in a proxy server shared by all clients. In this figure, the quality attribute is also efficiency due to reduction of message exchanged on the network. This reduction can be measured. The DNS example may be then enhanced. This figure may be applied to each naming server.



The concept of architectural style appears in Perry and Wolf’s work [19] and is developed by Shaw and Garlan [20]. An architecture style is a description of generic components and their assembling. A style defines an assembling scheme by precisely defining data exchange and control sequences between components. An architectural pattern [4] expresses a fundamental structural organization scheme for software systems. It provides a set of predefined subsystems, specifies their responsibilities, and includes rules and guidelines for organizing the relationship between them. Both offer generic assembling structure and make easier component reuse, but their definitions are not at the same level. Patterns propose a structural organization scheme of the application. It is defined in accordance with the application domain. It is more detailed in its operations. An architectural style is more general and is not necessarily associated to an application domain. None of both considers non functional requirements and the translation between functional and technical architectures. In [15] the authors, based on the industrial case studies, show that there are the conflicts between the pairs of quality attributes. They present then the guideline s to ensure non functional requirements. Our work, in the



contrary, aims to provide the formal structures that satisfy the non functional qualities. Quality design primitives [3] are another work about conceptual architectural design. They extend their previous works on ABAS [13] and they solve the non functional problems like performance, security, modification in the architectural analysis. Nevertheless, although this work improves the architectural decisions, it does not show precisely any methodology for the development of technical architectur e from a functional architecture. Moreover, the quality analysis is based on ATAM [5] that essentially works on the expertise summed-up on scenario. In another way, our ambition is to formalize the analysis of the architectural qualities.



4. CONCLUSION AN D FUTURE WORK This work is definitely early work in progress. We place our work in the context of RM-ODP. Our goal is to integrate quality attributes in the architecture choice process and propose some helps for jumping the gap between the functional architecture and the technical architecture of a distributed application. We propose a new concept called architectural figure inspired by previous works on the reuse of the architectural structures, such as architectural patterns and architectural styles. Th is approach may be tested in EDF applications. These various aspects need to be integrated in an environment of architecture design accompanied together with architectural tools such as the analyzing and verification tools. Next steps of this work include the complete definition of languages for describing figures, deployments and quality attributes and the implementation of a referential of figures. We also plan to use formal languages to analyze quality aspects of technical architectures.
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